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Jean Genet S The Balcony
Shenmiore
An English translation of Genet’s classic symbolic
drama, first performed in Paris in 1959. France’s master
of the absurd explores racial prejudice and stereotypes
using the framework of a play within a play. The New
York Times hailed The Blacks as “one of the most
original and stimulating evenings Broadway or Off
Broadway has to offer,” while Newsweek raved that
Genet’s plays “constitute a body of work unmatched for
poetic and theatrical power.” “Genet’s investigation of
the color black begins where most plays of this burning
theme leave off. . . . This vastly gifted Frenchman uses
shocking words and images to cry out at the pretensions
and injustices of our world.” —Howard Taubman, The New
York Times
What does the name Trump stand for? If branding now
rules over the production of value, as the coauthors of
Sovereignty, Inc. argue, then Trump assumes the status
of a master brand whose primary activity is the
compulsive work of self-branding—such is the new
sovereignty business in which, whether one belongs to
his base or not, we are all “incorporated.” Drawing on
anthropology, political theory, philosophy,
psychoanalysis, and theater, William Mazzarella, Eric L.
Santner, and Aaron Schuster show how politics in the
age of Trump functions by mobilizing a contradictory and
convoluted enjoyment, an explosive mixture of drives
and fantasies that eludes existing portraits of our era.
The current political moment turns out to be not so much
exceptional as exceptionally revealing of the constitutive
tension between enjoyment and economy that has
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always been a key component of the social order.
Santner analyzes the collective dream-work that sustains
a new sort of authoritarian charisma or mana, a manafacturing process that keeps us riveted to an excessively
carnal incorporation of sovereignty. Mazzarella examines
the contemporary merger of consumer brand and
political brand and the cross-contamination of politics
and economics, warning against all too easy laments
about the corruption of politics by marketing. Schuster,
focusing on the extreme theatricality and self-satirical
comedy of the present, shows how authority reasserts
itself at the very moment of distrust and disillusionment
in the system, profiting off its supposed decline. A
dazzling diagnostic of our present, Sovereignty, Inc.,
forces us to come to terms with our complicity in
Trump’s political presence and will immediately take its
place in discussions of contemporary politics.
A companion volume to Contradictory characters, this
book analyzes the juxtaposition of the tragic and the
comic in modern drama.
In this revelatory biography of Jean Genet, we have the
first full-scale life of one of the great -- and controversial
-- figures of twentieth-century literature. Edmund White
shows us the writer in all his permutations: poet, dandy,
homosexual, thief; a 'thug of genius', as Simone de
Beauvoir called him. Moving from Genet's illegitimate
birth in 1910 to his foster childhood in a farming village
in central France, Edmund White explores the early
milieu that transformed an inherently theatrical child into
a petty criminal and prodigiously original writer, whose
most startling creation may have been his invention of
himself. Accused of stealing and running away, Genet
was sent to reform school at Mettray, where his
imagination flourished under the spell of an all-male
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communal life and his first homosexual experiences. In
the 1930s, he deserted from the army and travelled in
Europe as a vagabond, prostitute and thief, always on the
lam from the police and the military. In 1942, he emerged
from one of several prison stays with the first of his
remarkable novels, Our Lady of the Flowers. It was
admired by Cocteau, who undertook to get it published
and interceded with the French authorities to keep its
author out of prison. White shows us how Cocteau thrust
the 'marvelous, mysterious, intolerable' Genet into the
heart of literary Paris, where he enjoyed a curious
celebrity as great writer and petty thief, was painted by
Giacometti (from whom he stole) and was canonized by
Sartre in his monumental study, Saint Genet. By 1948,
Genet had produced five highly original novels. In the
mid-1950s, after several years of debilitating depression,
he turned to the writing of plays, of which The Balcony,
The Blacks and The Screens were immediately hailed as
masterpieces. Despite his ambivalence about political
movements, he supported the Paris student uprising in
1968 and turned up -- as a journalist -- at the Democratic
National Convention in Chicago. In 1970, he became a
spokesman for the Black Panthers, but in his last decade
he immersed himself -- politically and aesthetically -- in
the Arab world, championing the struggle for a
Palestinian homeland and writing his last, posthumously
published book, Prisoner of Love. Edmund White
explores the perverse extremes of Genet's life and
separates the facts from the mythology that Genet
himself fashioned. Drawing on interviews with Genet's
friends, lovers, publishers and acquaintances, and using
new material from correspondence, journals, police
records, psychiatric reports and other original sources,
White reveals a life animated by contradictory impulses:
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authenticity and dissembling, fidelity and flirtation,
domination and submission, honor and betrayal.
Throughout, he brilliantly interprets and appraises
Genet's astonishing oeuvre, reading the fiction with the
focussed attention of a novelist and opening up the
dense invention of the plays. His masterful and intuitive
biography fully illuminates a hitherto enigmatic literary
genius.
An Approach to the Modern Drama
Integral Drama
The Selected Writings of Jean Genet
Splendid's
A Biography
Jean Genet Revised Edition (WAS)
Each of these Analysing Architecture Notebooks is
devoted to a particular theme in understanding the rich
and varied workings of architecture. They can be
thought of as addenda to the foundation volume
Analysing Architecture, which first appeared in 1997
and has subsequently been enlarged in three further
editions. Examining these extra themes as a series of
Notebooks, rather than as additional chapters in future
editions, allows greater space for more detailed
exploration of a wider variety of examples, whilst
avoiding the risk of the original book becoming
unwieldy. Metaphor is the most powerful component of
the poetry of architecture. It has been a significant
factor in architecture since the earliest periods of
human history, when people were finding ways to give
order and meaning to the world in which we live. It is
arguable that architecture began with the realisation of
metaphor in physical form, and that subsequent
movements – from Greek to Gothic, Renaissance to
Modern, Victorian to Vernacular... – have all been
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driven by the emergence or rediscovery of different
metaphors by which architecture might be generated.
The thirty chapters of this innovative international
study are all devoted to the topic ofthe play within the
play. The authors explore the wide range of aesthetic,
literary-theoretical and philosophical issues associated
with this rhetorical device, not only in terms of its
original meta-theatrical setting – from the baroque idea
of atheatrum mundi onward to contemporary examples
of postmodern self-referential dramaturgy – but also
with regard to a variety of different generic
applications, e.g. in narrative fiction, musical theatre
and film. The authors, internationally recognized
specialists in their respective fields, draw on recent
debates in such areas as postcolonial studies, game and
systems theories, media and performance studies, to
analyze the specific qualities and characteristics ofthe
play within the play: as ultimate affirmation of the 'self'
(the 'Hamlet paradigm'), as a self-reflective agency of
meta-theatrical discourse, and as a vehicle of
intermedial and intercultural transformation. The
challenging study, with its underlying premise of play
as a key feature of cultural anthropology and human
creativity, breaks new ground by placingthe play within
the play at the centre of a number of intersecting
scholarly discourses on areas of topical concern to
scholars in the humanities.
“A dazzling masterwork” of sex, death, love, and
suffering in WWII Vichy France by the infamous
novelist and author of Our Lady of the Flowers (Leo
Bersani, The New York Times Book Review). One of
the great literary outlaws of the 20th century, Jean
Genet was committed to challenging the complacent
middle-class morality of his native France. His
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apocalyptic, pornographic, autobiographical novel
“Funeral Rites is quite possibly an evil book. It is
clearly a brilliant book...a seminal document in the
development of one of the most important literary
imaginations of our time” (The Washington Post-Times
Herald). Genet’s sensual and brutal portrait of World
War II France unfolds between the poles of his grief for
his lover Jean, killed in the Resistance during the
liberation of Paris, and his perverse attraction to the
collaborator Riton. Within this anguished account of a
conflicted mind, Genet paints a grotesque carnival of
soldiers, traitors, lovers, criminals, and the grimly
surreal landscape of Occupied France. Elegiac,
macabre, chimerical, it is a dark meditation on the
mirror images of love and hate, sex and death. “Only a
handful of twentieth-century writers, such as Kafka and
Proust, have as important, as authoritative, as
irrevocable a voice and style.” –Susan Sontag
A Study Guide for Jean Genet's "The Balcony,"
excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Drama For Students.
This concise study guide includes plot summary;
character analysis; author biography; study questions;
historical context; suggestions for further reading; and
much more. For any literature project, trust Drama For
Students for all of your research needs.
A Play in Seventeen Scenes
Prisoner of Love
The Criminal Child
Nine Plays of the Modern Theater
Three Inquiries in Politics and Enjoyment
The Art and Aesthetics of Risk Taking

The shattering novel of underground life the New York
Times called “a cry of rapture and horror . . . the purest
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lyrical genius.” Jean Genet’s debut novel Our Lady of the
Flowers, which is often considered to be his
masterpiece, was written entirely in the solitude of a
prison cell. A semi- autobiographical account of one
man’s journey through the Paris demi-monde, dubbed
“the epic of masturbation” by no less a figure than JeanPaul Sartre, the novel’s exceptional value lies in its
exquisite ambiguity.
The remarkable and controversial study of the mind, life,
and legend of Jean Genet
The two plays collected in this volume represent Genet’s
first attempts to analyze the mores of a bourgeois society
he had previously been content simply to vilify. In The
Maids, two domestic workers, deeply resentful of their
inferior social position, try to revenge themselves against
society by destroying their employer. When their attempt
to betray their mistress’s lover to the police fails and they
are in danger of being found out, they dream of
murdering Madame, little aware of the true power behind
their darkest fantasy. In Deathwatch, two convicts try to
impress a third, who is on the verge of achieving
legendary status in criminal circles. But neither realizes
the lengths to which they will go to gain respect or that,
in the end, nothing they can do—including murder—will
get them what they are searching for.
From the acclaimed author of The Balcony: “A play of
epic range, of original and devastating theatrical
effect...a tidal wave of total theater” (Jack Kroll,
Newsweek). Jean Genet was one of the world’s greatest
contemporary dramatists, and his last play, The Screens,
is his crowning achievement. It strikes a powerful,
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closing chord to the formidable theatrical work that
began with Deathwatch and continued, with even bolder
variations, in The Maids, The Balcony, and The Blacks.
A philosophical satire of colonization, military power, and
morality itself, The Screens is an epic tale of despicable
outcasts whose very hatefulness becomes a galvanizing
force of rebellion during the Algerian War. The play’s
cast of over fifty characters moves through seventeen
scenes, the world of the living breaching the world of the
dead by means of shifting the screens—the only
scenery—in a brilliant tour de force of spectacle and
drama.
The Theatre of Revolt
Genet
The Maids
Deathwatch
The Screens
an exploration of the metaphorical dimensions and
potential of architecture

One of the nation's most celebrated playwrights
turns to fiction in a collection of stories that
explores masculinity, from men who find
themselves engulfed in violence over an
unsettled debt to a writer's confrontation with his
Catholic past. Reprint.
Jean Genet and the politics of theatre is the first
publication to situate the politics of Genet's
theatre within the social, spatial and political
contexts of France in the 1950s and 1960s. The
book's innovative approach departs significantly
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from existing scholarship on Genet. Where
scholars have tended to bracket Genet as either
an absurdist, ritualistic or, more recently, a
resistant playwright, this study argues that his
theory and practice of political theatre have more
in common with the affirmative ideas of thinkers
such as Henri Lefebvre, Jacques Rancière and
Alain Badiou. By doing so, the monograph
positions Genet as a revolutionary playwright,
interested in producing progressive forms of
democracy. This original and interdisciplinary
reading of Genet’s late work will be of interest to
students and practitioners of Theatre, as well as
those interested in French and History.
This book is the only introductory text to Genet
in English, offering an overview of this key figure
in defining and understanding twentieth-century
theatre. The authors provide a comprehensive
account of Genet's key plays and productions,
his early life and his writing for and beyond the
theatre.
Presents the texts of six dramatic works by the
French master of literature, including Orpheus,
Bacchus, and The Eiffel Tower Wedding Party
Selected Essays
Two Plays
Selected Poems: Donne
The Rites of Passage of Jean Genet
A Study Guide for Jean Genet's "The Balcony"
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Saint Genet

The clients of a French brothel act out their fantasies while
a revolution rages in the city
Provides in-depth analysis of the life, works, career, and
critical importance of Jean Genet.
In this book, Gene A. Plunka argues that the most
important single element that solidifies all of Genet's work
is the concept of metamorphosis. Genet's plays and prose
demonstrate the transition from game playing to the
establishment of one's identity through a state of risk
taking that develops from solitude. However, risk taking
per se is not as important as the rite of passage.
Anthropologist Victor Turner's work in ethnography is
used as a focal point for the examination of rites of
passage in Genet's dramas. Rejecting society, Genet has
allied himself with peripheral groups, marginal men, and
outcasts--scapegoats who lack power in society. Much of
their effort is spent in revolt or direct opposition in
mainstream society that sees them as objects to be abused.
As an outcast or marginal man, Genet solved his problem
of identity through artistic creation and metamorphosis.
Likewise, Genet's protagonists are outcasts searching for
positive value in a society over which they have no control;
they always appear to be the victims or scapegoats. As
outcasts, Genet's protagonists establish their identities by
first willing their actions and being proud to do so.
Unfortunately, man's sense of Being is constantly
undermined by society and the way individuals react to
roles, norms, and values. Roles are the products of
carefully defined and codified years of positively
sanctioned institutional behavior. According to Genet, role
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playing limits individual freedom, stifles creativity, and
impedes differentiation. Genet equates role playing with
stagnant bourgeois society that imitates rather than
invents; the latter is a word Genet often uses to urge his
protagonists into a state of productive metamorphosis.
Imitation versus invention is the underlying dialectic
between bourgeois society and outcasts that is omnipresent
in virtually all of Genet's works. Faced with rejection,
poverty, oppression, and degradation, Genet's outcasts
often escape their horrible predicaments by living in a
world of illusion that consists of ceremony, game playing,
narcissism, sexual and secret rites, or political charades.
Like children, Genet's ostracized individuals play games to
imitate a world that they can not enter. Essentially, the
play acting becomes catharsis for an oppressed group that
is otherwise confined to the lower stratum of society. Role
players and outcasts who try to find an identity through
cathartic game playing never realize their potential in
Genet's world. Instead, Genet is interested in outcasts who
immerse themselves in solitude and create their own sense
of dignity free from external control. Most important,
these isolated individuals may initially play games, yet they
ultimately experience metamorphosis from a world of
rites, charades, and rituals to a type of "sainthood" where
dignity and nobility reign. The apotheosis is achieved
through a distinct act of conscious revolt designed to
condemn the risk taker to a degraded life of solitude
totally distinct from society's norms and values.
Offering a piercing indictment of what we have let
ourselves become, this short, critical work is a damning
critique of the current age and of the democratic systems
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that characterize it. Alain Badiou argues that any truly
radical politics must begin with dismantling the obscene
(or pornographic) qualities of neoliberal capitalism. In The
Pornographic Age he asks us to hold up a mirror to
ourselves and confront the debasement of the political
realities in which we live, the shock of which must
galvanize us into action. It is only through this realization,
this crucial confrontation with the perversity with which
we conduct our daily lives that we can prompt true
revolution. Including an afterword from international
Badiou scholars A. J. Bartlett and Justin Clemens and a
commentary by William Watkin, this book is a
philosophical call to arms: Badiou's radical indictment of
the current age is an exciting, no-holds-barred exploration
of both how we live and how we might live.
The Pornographic Age
Sovereignty, Inc.
The Infernal Machine, and Other Plays
A Play
Actor and Martyr
Spaces of revolution
This is the first book to explore the
broad political significance of Genet's
performance practice by focusing on his
radical experiments, polemical subjects
and formal innovations in theatre, film
and dance. Its new approach brings
together the diverse aspects of Genet's
work through essays by international
scholars and interviews.
Deathwatch, Jean Genet's earliest play,
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was first performed in Paris in 1949.
Short and intensely powerful, it is an
excellent introduction to his later
dramatic work - The Maids, The Balcony and
The Blacks. The French text, published by
Gallimard, was extensively altered by
Genet in the course of rehearsal; and
Bernard Frechtman's translation is of the
final acting version, which supersedes the
original published text.
Excerpts from the novels, plays, and poems
of the French convict, prostitute, and
literary artist join notes from his film,
The Penal Colony, letters, essays, and a
rare interview, all edited by a
contemporary biographer.
coming soon
Metaphor
Jean Genet
The Performance of Meta-theatre and Selfreflection
Funeral Rites
Culture, Consciousness and Identity
The Balcony
This nightmarish account of prison life
during the German occupation of France is
dominated by the figure of the condemned
murderer Harcamone, who takes root and bears
unearthly blooms in the ecstatic and brooding
imagination of his fellow prisoner Genet.
Studie over de vijf toneelstukken van de
Franse schrijver (1910- )
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In his first novel in more than a decade,
award-winning author David Malouf reimagines
the pivotal narrative of Homer’s Iliad—one of
the most famous passages in all of
literature. This is the story of the
relationship between two grieving men at war:
fierce Achilles, who has lost his beloved
Patroclus in the siege of Troy; and woeful
Priam, whose son Hector killed Patroclus and
was in turn savaged by Achilles. A moving
tale of suffering, sorrow, and redemption,
Ransom is incandescent in its delicate and
powerful lyricism and its unstated imperative
that we imagine our lives in the glow of
fellow feeling.
Regarded by many as the greatest of the
Metaphysical poets, John Donne (1572-1631)
was also among the most intriguing figures of
the Elizabethan age. A sensualist who
composed erotic and playful love poetry in
his youth, he was raised a Catholic but later
became one of the most admired Protestant
preachers of his time. The Selected Poems
reflects this wide diversity, and includes
his youthful Songs and Sonnets, epigrams,
elegies, letters, satires, and the profoundly
moving Divine Poems composed towards the end
of his life. From joyful poems such as 'The
Flea', which transforms the image of a louse
into something marvellous, to the intimate
and intense Holy Sonnets, Donne breathed new
vigour into poetry by drawing lucid and often
startling metaphors from the world in which
he lived. His poems remain among the most
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passionate, profound and spiritual in the
English language.
Our Lady of the Flowers
The Blacks: A Clown Show
Jean Genet: Performance and Politics
"Culture, Consciousness and Identity"
Querelle of Brest
Shifting Paradigms in Culture

Explicitly political, The Screens is set within the context
of the Algerian War. The play's cast of over fifty
characters moves through seventeen scenes, the world of
the living breaching the world of the dead by means of
shifting the screens--the only scenery--in a brilliant tour
de force of spectacle and drama.
Integral Drama critically explores modern drama in the
context of Indian aesthetics described in the Natyashastra
and the vast, new interdisciplinary field of consciousness
studies. It also focuses on how Indian theatre aesthetics
has influenced modern drama theories and practice, and
the extent to which this has promoted the development of
higher consciousness in actors and audience. According to
Indian aesthetics, rasa or aesthetic rapture is refers to bliss
innate in the Self that manifests even in the absence of
external sources of happiness. Overall, this book explores
the relation between modern theatre and higher states of
mind and demonstrates that one of the key purposes of
theatre is to help the spectator experience the pure
consciousness event described in consciousness studies by
theorists such as Anna Bonshek, Ken Wilber, Robert K.
C. Forman, Jonathan Shear, Daniel Meyer-Dinkgräfe,
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Ralph Yarrow and others. Integral Drama will appeal not
only to drama theorists but also to teachers and students of
acting, as well as an educated general audience interested
in understanding the aesthetic experience of theatre.
Integral Drama, moreover, can be used as a textbook for
acting and drama theory classes and would also appeal to
university and public libraries. The book serves as a
bridge between the ideas and experiences long understood
through Indian philosophy and the many questions raised
by modern theatre studies.
The Criminal Child offers the first English translation of a
key early work by Jean Genet. In 1949, in the midst of a
national debate about improving the French reform-school
system, Radiodiffusion Française commissioned Genet to
write about his experience as a juvenile delinquent. He
sent back a piece that was a paean to prison instead of the
expected horrifying exposé. Revisiting the cruel hazing
rituals that had accompanied his incarceration, relishing
the special argot spoken behind bars, Genet bitterly
denounced any improvement in the condition of young
prisoners as a threat to their criminal souls. The radio
station chose not to broadcast Genet’s views. “The
Criminal Child” appears here with a selection of Genet’s
finest essays, including his celebrated piece on the art of
Alberto Giacometti.
The Politics of Jean Genet's Late Theatre is the first
publication to situate the politics of Genet's theatre within
the social, spatial and political contexts of France in the
1950s and 1960s. The book's innovative approach departs
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significantly from existing scholarship on Genet. Where
scholars have tended to bracket Genet as either an
absurdist, ritualistic or, more recently, a resistant
playwright, this study argues that his theory and practice
of political theatre have more in common with the
affirmative ideas of thinkers such as Henri Lefebvre,
Jacques Rancière and Alain Badiou. By doing so, the
monograph positions Genet as a revolutionary playwright,
interested in producing progressive forms of democracy.
This original and interdisciplinary reading of Genet's late
work will be of interest to students and practitioners of
Theatre, as well as those interested in French and History.
The Maids and Deathwatch
The Use of Regret
The Play Within the Play
Ransom
Donne
Miracle of the Rose
Through a study of the work of eight modern
dramatists from Ibsen to Genet, the author traces the
origin and development of dramatic rebellion
Jean Genet is a writer known for contradictions in
his life and in his creative endeavours. As a
playwright, he has been classified in various
categories: as a part of the Theatre of the Absurd, as
a representative of the rights of the gay community,
as a spokesperson of the Palestinian cause, and so
on. His comments about his life and works further
complicate things. This book frees Jean Genet’s
plays from the overpowering
Sartrean perspective,
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and offers an interpretation that reveals the
otherwise hidden spaces of the prison, brothel or the
maid’s garret ingrained in them. The plays selected
for analysis in this study make a bold statement
about areas in society that escaped the attention of
contemporary dramatists. In the process, the
existing social fabric is meaningfully subjected to
the playwright’s gaze; this is achieved through the
creation of a stage dynamic different from the one
adopted by the Theatre of the Absurd. The chapters
in the book explain paradigms informing the plays
and enabling the viewer to forge their own response.
Discussions in the book take the reader to
possibilities of invention and experimentation in an
act that belongs to the stage as much as to the world
it controls. This book traverses challenging issues
and spaces – the areas inhabited by the blacks, the
ghettoized existence of social discards, and others
rotting on the margins in the post-Second World War
period. It is clearly suggested that the playwright
spoke from his own experiences and of those others
with whom he empathized; into these aspects he
infused his imaginative and creative skills. An
important method of enquiry used in this study is
that of the panoptic machinery: the tower and its
function of keeping watch on people caught in the
web of the oppressive modern state. It is highlighted
that the panopticon survives by hiding its dialectical
link with its inhabitants. The panopticon can remain
only as long as it conceals – therein lies its
threatening presence. The three segments into
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which the discussion is divided are: “Role-playing
and The Maids,” “The Panopticon and The Balcony,”
and “Decolonisation and The Blacks.”
A wildly fantastical and ever relevant dramatic
masterpiece that reinvented modern theater in the
twentieth century. In the midst of a war-ravished city,
a brothel caters to the elaborate role-playing
fantasies of men from all walks of life. A of the gas
company employee pretends to be a bishop, another
customer dons a judge’s robe, and still another acts
a victorious general, while a bank clerk defiles the
Virgin Mary. These perverse costumed masquerades
parody and stylize the nature of the anarchic political
struggle that rages outside, eventually convincing
even the revolutionaries that the illusions are
preferable to reality. In a stunning series of macabre
scenes, Genet presents his caustic view of man and
society. Deeply influential and widely acclaimed,
Genet’s play maintains a profound and critical
reflection of contemporary society.
Starting in 1970, Jean Genet—petty thief, prostitute,
modernist master—spent two years in the Palestinian
refugee camps in Jordan. Always an outcast himself,
Genet was drawn to this displaced people, an
attraction that was to prove as complicated for him
as it was enduring. Prisoner of Love, written some
ten years later, when many of the men Genet had
known had been killed, and he himself was dying, is
a beautifully observed description of that time and
those men as well as a reaffirmation of the author's
commitment not only to the Palestinian revolution
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but to rebellion itself. For Genet's most overtly
political book is also his most personal—the last step
in the unrepentantly sacrilegious pilgrimage first
recorded in The Thief's Journal, and a searching
meditation, packed with visions, ruses, and
contradictions, on such life-and-death issues as the
politics of the image and the seductive and
treacherous character of identity. Genet's final
masterpiece is a lyrical and philosophical voyage to
the bloody intersection of oppression, terror, and
desire at the heart of the contemporary world.
Spaces of Revolution
Mixed Impressions in the Modern Theatre
Comic Agony
The politics of Jean Genet's late theatre
The Politics of Jean Genet's Late Theatre
A Study of Three Plays by Jean Genet—The Maids,
The Balcony and The Blacks
Splendid's, a two-act police thriller written in 1948, was never
staged in Jean Genet's lifetime. In 1952 he announced that
he had destroyed the manuscript, and the play was assumed
lost. Only in 1993 did a surviving copy reappear. Exhausted,
unshaven and wearing evening dress, Genet's gangsters
never let go of their machine-guns - not even when they
dance together. Their conversations contain some of Genet's
finest dialogue; an insane mixture of melodramatic speechmaking and low-camp bickering, all wrapped up in a sexy
pastiche of forties American film noir, lurching stylishly from
tough realism into wicked black humour. Translated by writer,
performer and director Neil Bartlett, this volume also contains
an introduction by Genet's biographer, Edmund White.
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